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Hey guys! This is Cellar Wine Club Issue #99!  Wow! 
Faithful wine club members, new and old… we’ve 
almost reached 100! Boom! Ok… that’s a lot of  
interjections, but we’re just a teensy bit excited. We’re 
also stoked to revisit Chile for the third time in eight 
years. Last time we released Chilean wine was Issue 
#79 in fall of  2016. We promised to check back in as 
Chilean wine culture continues to evolve. Well… it’s 
evolving, and we’re paying attention! 

The wines from this month’s club come from 
forward-thinking vignerons who are changing the 
dialog on Chilean wine. We introduced you to País in 
2016, and can’t wait to show you how that grape is 
evolving, along with Chilean wine culture in general. 
So… onward to our 99th Cellar Wine Club release!  

issue no. 99 crushak.com

VISTALAGO MEZCLA BLANCO 2017 
55% Riesling, 25% Chardonnay, 20% Torontel 
Oooooh, that is a wine for summertime! Persian lime and guava and 
little hints of  apple cider in there, all suffused with Torontel's exotic 
perfume (you may know that grape better by its Argentinian name, 
Torrontes). In fact, that cider connection made us think of  cheese 
boards, as cider and cheese are such a great match - and indeed, this 
wine could do no wrong with everything from English Cheddar to nutty 
Grana Padano! This is just the crazy sort of  white blend that wouldn't 
make sense anywhere else in the world other than Chile, yet tastes like it 
was always meant to be. Drink now, not overly chilled

VISTALAGO MEZCLA TINTA 2014  
59% Merlot, 36% Cabernet Franc, 5% Syrah 
You know if  we do Merlot in the wine club it's gonna be good :-)   The 
green side that both Merlot and Cab Franc can show, especially in Chile, 
is perfectly softened and honed here: less vegetal screech, more herbal 
and resin-tinged soothing. All that and a fresh palate that just begs to be 
drunk; in fact, those herbal touches, combined with that fresh berry 
character, is almost like some helter-skelter mash-up of  the biggest, 
baddest Cru Beaujolais and a full-bodied Rhone red. Drink now - 
2020 with grilled brats and truffled frites

ROGUE VINE SUPER ITATA TINTO 2015 
Less than one hundred cases of  this old-vine Itata 
Valley wine were produced, making us super lucky to 
get our hands on it! An equal parts blend of  Syrah, 
Carignan, and Malbec, we conjured up suggestions of  
several other places while tasting: the spice and 
voluptuousness of  Gigondas, the earth and fresh acids 
of  Portugal, the fruit concentration of  twice-the-price 
Napa Cabernet...and that might be the point: Chile 
has something special going on, reminiscent of  many 
great wine regions, but altogether its own at the same 
time. Drink now - 2026 with Szechuan crispy 
duck and celeriac velouté

CHILE PARTE TRES! 

WINE CLUB CHRONICLE

GONZALES BASTIAS 'MATORRAL' PAIS 2015 
100% País  
This i s abso lute ly 
special and purely 
Chilean: 100% Pais 
from 200 year old 
vines!  Those roots 
have dug themselves 
into some magical 
ground, that's for sure. 
The nose on this is 
arresting and complex: 
t u r m e r i c , g r e e n 
p e p p e r c o r n , 
sandalwood, with a background murmur of  medicinal roots and a kind 
of  ghostly whisper of  brandied cherries. This wine requires two things 
to show best: a little patience to learn its gnomic vernacular, and a light 
chill, maybe 56 degrees, to wake up those old bones. Give it those 
two things, and it will give you all sorts of  treasures. Drink now with 
steak fajitas

CLUB RED

COLLECTOR CLUB

THIS JUST IN CELLAR WINE CLUB
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Club Red  
Mattoral is one of  only two wines made by husband 
and wife dynamic duo Daniela Lorenzo, and Jose 
Luis Gonzales. 
This couple, 
farms a four 
hectare plot of  
S E V E N T H 
g e n e r a t i o n 
País vines… 
that are over 
200 years old! 
Go back and 
r e a d t h a t 
again. This is 
real deal old-
vine wine. Very 
few places in 
the world have 
vines this old, and even fewer of  these treasures still 
produce wine for the general market. These gnarled 
vines are planted in river stones, on the banks of  the 
Maule River. The area is designated as Secano Costero 
which means no irrigation is allowed. While “Natural 
Wine”is a bit of  a hipster-love term these days, the 
location of  this winery, accessible only by boat, 
dictates a very minimal winemaking process. A few 
examples; there are literally no machines on the 
property, the vines have been farmed without 
chemicals for 200 years, and fermentation is carried 
out in site-built cement vats. Daniel and Jose work 
hard to create something unique to their tiny plot of  
vines and the result is both thought provoking, and 
just plain delicious! 

MEET THE CREW 
Collector Club 
While most winemakers would say that wine 
is made in the vineyard, Leo Erazo and Justin Decker take that 
concept to a new level. In the hills around their home of  
Concepción (the second largest city in Chile) they spend the 
vast majority of  their time walking and searching for forgotten 
plots of  old vines. We’ll let Leo describe the process: 
Our main work is in the site selection. Here we spend most of  our 
time, driving, walking and asking in order to find the sites around the 
Itata hills from where we believe we can make these wines. I have to 
say that this is  our favorite part of  the work. When it has been a 
looong day of  searching, and all of  the sudden you come across of  a 
vineyard in the middle of  nowhere that looks in perfect shape, 
healthy and in a perfect Micro-Terroir. Then if  we manage to 
convince the vigneron to open a soil pit for us, and then if  we see a 
healthy root system, exploring in depth, with the soil properties that 
can sustain this vineyard and for the style of  wine, it means that we 
have found what we were looking for!  It is  difficult to explain the 
enormous happiness that we feel in that moment!!, and I can tell you 
that does not happen very often. 
These guys take 
that fruit and 
m a k e w i n e 
w i t h o u t 
i n t e r ve n t i o n . 
They use wine 
to tell a story of  
one of  Chile’s 
original wine 
regions, that has 
been largely set 
aside in favor of  regions closer to Santiago. We agree that the 
Itata hills are worth resurrecting! This is a truly special place 
that yields truly special wines, where irrigation has never been 
needed, and there are literally 100 year old bush vines that 
have been left to fend for themselves, and are thriving!  

Cellar Wine Club 
Rafael Tirado has been a fixture of  the Chilean wine 

scene for decades. Rather than settling down to make wine 
for a large winery, Rafa… his homies call him Rafa… 
purchased his first land in 1993 and set out to make the 
purest expression of  Chilean wine possible. He now owns 
18 hectares within the Chilean DO of  Colbun, in the 
eastern Maul Valley. He planted on soils derived from 
volcanic ash over granite (thank you, Andes!). He makes 
wine with minimal winemaker inputs (this is new wine-
speak for “natural”) and even planted one of  his vineyards 
in the shape of  a labyrinth… just to cement his 
reputation as eccentric artist. Rafael is making some of  
the most terroir driven, authentic wines in Chile today!
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